Abstract. We study a Kloosterman sum for GL 4 and prove that it is equal to an exponential sum over a quadratic number eld. This identity has applications in a relative trace formula for GL 4 which might be used to give a new proof of quadratic base change and characterize its image.
Introduction.
A main result of this article is the following identity of exponential sums. ? n+bn(x 2 1 ? y 2 1 )+2 n(x1+x2) =c : (1) Here we denote by x the inverse of x modulo c.
The sum on the left side of the above identity can be regarded as a generalization of the classical Kloosterman sum where (b; c) = 1 and x x 1 (mod c). We will see that it is indeed a Kloosterman sum for the group GL 4 . The expression on the right side of (1) is an exponential sum taken over certain algebraic integers of the quadratic number eld Q( p ).
Other identities of this kind have been studied by several authors including Zagier 24] , Katz 12 ], Jacquet and Ye 9], Duke and Iwaniec 3], Ye 21] and 23], and Mao and Rallis 13]). Some of these known identities have applications in automorphic forms and representation theory. To look at similar applications of the identity in Theorem 1 let us consider its p-adic version.
Let F be a p-adic eld of characteristic zero and L = F( p ) an unrami ed quadratic extension eld of F with 2 F. Assume that j2j F = j j F = 1. Denote by A the group of diagonal matrices in GL 4 , by N the group of upper triangular 1991 Mathematics Subject Classi cation. Primary 11L05; Secondary 11F70, 22E55. 1 matrices with unit diagonal entries in GL 4 , and by K(F) the maximal compact subgroup of GL 4 (F ) which consists of matrices with entries in R F and determinants in R F . Here R F is the ring of integers in F and R F is the group of invertible elements in R F . Let w = 1 1 1 1 and a = diag(a 1 ; a 1 ; a 2 ; a 2 ) with a 1 ; a 2 
F .
Denote by U w (F ) the subgroup of N(F) consisting of matrices whose entries at (1; 2) and (3; 4) positions are both zero, and by N w (F ) the subgroup of N(L) de ned by t nwn = w.
Let F be a non-trivial character of F of order zero; hence F is trivial on R F but non-trivial on $ ?1 F R F , where $ F is a prime element in F. De ne a character F on N(F) by F (n) = F ( P 1 i<n n i;i+1 ) for n = (n ij ) 2 N(F). Theorem 2. With the above assumptions, notation, and matrices w and a, for any a 1 ; a 2 
The left side of (2) is a p-adic Kloosterman sum for GL 4 in the integral form as in Friedberg 4] and Stevens 14] . To see the signi cance of the identities in Theorems 1 and 2, let us introduce a relative trace formula for GL n and look at its applications in representation theory.
Let E be an algebraic number eld and E 0 = E( p ) a quadratic extension of E with 2 E . Denote by E A and E 0 A the adele rings of E and E 0 , respectively, and by E A and E 0 A the idele groups of E and E 0 , respectively. Then E A is the restricted product of local elds E v over all places v of E and E 0 A is the restricted product of local elds E 0 w over all places w of E 0 . For z = Q w z w in E 0
A the Galois conjugation z 7 ! z is de ned using the Galois conjugation on E 0 over E. Denote A proof of this proposition can be found in Harder, Langlands, and Rapoport 6] and Jacquet 7] . The converse of this proposition is expected to be true also but the proof appears much more di cult. For GL 2 First let us look at the Kuznetsov trace formula for GL n . Let f = Q v f v be a smooth function of compact support on GL n (E A ). We want to assume that at any inert place v of E the local function f v is supported on the group GL + n (E v ) = g 2 GL n (E v ) det g 2 E + v . Let be an idele class character of E. Then we de ne the kernel function
where Z + (E) is the set of matrices diag(z; : : : ; z) in the center Z(E) of GL n (E) with z being in the subgroup E + of E consisting of norms. Let = Q v v be a non-trivial additive character of E A trivial on E such that for almost all v the local character v has order zero, i.e., v is trivial on the ring of integer R v of E v but non-trivial on $ ?1 v R v , where $ v is a prime element in R v . Denote by N the group of upper triangular matrices with unit diagonal entries. We de ne a character on N by (n) = ( P 1 i<n n i;i+1 ) for n = (n ij ) 2 N. Then the Kuznetsov trace formula is given by the integral
K f ( t n 1 ; n 2 ) (n ?1 1 n 2 ) dn 1 dn 2 :
To have the relative Kloosterman integral, we set S + (E) to be the set of s 2 S(E) such that det s 2 E + . Let = K (n) (n n) dn: (5) The relative trace formula then is
Here the equality means that for a given smooth function f = The matchings in (iv) and (v) are called the fundamental lemma of the relative trace formula while the matchings in (ii) and (iii) are called the fundamental lemma for unit elements of Hecke algebras. The splitting cases (iii) and (v) are easy. Proving the matching in (ii) and hence the the fundamental lemma for unit elements is the rst step in establishing the relative trace formula. Once this has been done, one might be able to prove the matchings in (iv) using the techniques discussed in Ye 20] . One might then be able to deduce certain matchings in (i) from the fundamental lemma using the Shalika germ expansions introduced in Jacquet and Ye 10] and 11] and exponential sum expansions in Ye 19] and 20]. To apply the relative trace formula to base change problems one needs to study continuous spectrum of the relative trace following the work of Jacquet 7] .
The present work is a step toward a proof of the matchings in (ii) for GL 4 , i.e., the fundamental lemma for unit elements of Hecke algebras. More precisely, Theorem 2 proves the matchings in (ii) for GL 4 for certain local orbital integrals which will be de ned below.
By the Bruhat decomposition the group GL n (E) can be decomposed into the disjoint union of double cosets t N(E)wA(E)N(E), where w goes over the Weyl group W of the group A of diagonal matrices. Applying this decomposition to the sum in the kernel function K f (g; h) in (3) ( t nwan) (n n) dn:
Here the sums are taken over the same w and a as above and N w (E A ) is the subgroup of N(E 0 A ) de ned by t nwn = w.
Consequently the relative trace formula can be reduced to identities of global orbital integrals I(wa; f) = J(wa; ) for any w and a as in (6) with a i being in the center of GL ni (E A ). Expressing I(wa; f) and J(wa; ) as products of local orbital integrals I v (wa; f v ) and J w (wa; w ), we need to prove that I v (wa; f v ) = J w (wa; w ) (7) for all w and a of the form (6) but with a i being in the center of GL ni (E w ), when v is inert in E 0 with w lying above v. In the case of v being non-Archimedean and unrami ed, proving (7) for f v being the characteristic function of K(E v ) and w being the characteristic function of K(E 0 w )\S(E v ) for all w is equivalent to proving the fundamental lemma for the unit elements of Hecke algebras.
Back to GL 4 , one needs to prove (7) for the following w: The case of w 1 is trivial. The cases of w 2 and w 3 were proved in Ye 22] . In this article we will prove (7) for w 4 with E v = F, E 0 w = L, and v = F . Thus the only remaining unproved case for the fundamental lemma of unit elements of Hecke algebras is w 5 = I. We want to point out that for the group GL 2 , the non-trivial case for the fundamental lemma is similar to our case of w 2 . For GL 3 , the cases of are again similar to our cases of w 2 and w 3 . The case of w 4 does not appear in GL 2 and GL 3 .
Exponential sums corresponding to w 2 and w 3 are hyper-Kloosterman sums which are studied by Katz 12] , Friedberg 4] , and Stevens 14] . The Kloosterman sum of the form on the left side of (2) for w 4 in GL 4 has also been studied by Friedberg 4] and Stevens 14] . What is new in the present paper is its new expression given on the left side of (1). Also new in this paper is certainly the identity of exponential sums in Theorem 1. This identity can be regarded as a lifting of the exponential sum on the left side of (1) to a quadratic number eld. Because of its connection with our relative trace formula, it might be a kind of manifestation of the underlying quadratic base change.
Proof of Theorem 1.
We will use a local argument to prove the identity in Theorem 1. Let = R Q p<1 p be an additive character of Q A which is trivial on Q such that its real component is given by R (x) = e ?2 ix and each p-adic local character p has order equal to 0. Since is trivial on Q, for any x 2 Q we have e 2 ix = Q p<1 p (x).
Recall that we assumed that c is odd and ( ; c) = Lemma 2 is trivial; its proof is by changing variables. We will devote the rest of this section to Lemma 1.
Proof of Lemma 1. We rst consider the integral on the left side of (8 x (x + 1) 2 dx: (10) If the character is unrami ed, the rst integral in (10) vanishes unless C = 1. When C = 1, we get q ?4 
Here we rewrote the last integral in (10) by using a new variable z = (1?x)=(1+x) 2 R F ? ( 1 + $ F R F ).
Now we turn to the integral on the right side of (8). Again we integrate it against 
To compare the expressions in (11) and (12) 
Together with the above remark Lemma 3 implies that the corresponding expressions in (11) and (12) are equal. That is to say the Mellin transforms of the two sides of (8) are the same for any multiplicative character . By Fourier's inversion formula, we conclude that the two sides of (8) are equal.
To complete the proof of Lemma 1, we still have to prove Lemma 3. When C = 1, the left side of (13) equals q ?1 F (1 + 2 P ?1 (1 ? x)) where the sum is taken over all squares x 6 = 1 in R F =(1 + $ F R F ), and the right side of (13) When C > 1, the integrals on both side of (13) This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
3. The orbital integral I F (wa; f 0 ).
To prove Theorem 2 we have to compute the integrals on the two sides of (2). Recall that the integral on the left side of (2) 
We rst conclude from this matrix condition that a 1 a 2 2 R F and a 1 Applying our results on (9) to the integral with respect to z we conclude that For the above integral now we choose c 2 $ A=2 F R F and set b = a 2 c 4 =a 1 2 R F . We then change variables from m 1 to y 1 = cm 1 2 R F , from z to y 2 = ?cz=a 1 2 R F , from x to y 4 = a 1 (x ? x 1 )=c 2 2 R F , and from x 1 to y 3 = a 1 x 1 =c 2 2 R F . After collecting all these results on I 2 we get F R F , we can again change variables from z and z=(1 + u) and thus erase the factor (1 + u) from the integrand in (22) . We can also set z = z 0 (1 + v) with v 2 $ L R L . Integrating with respect to v we know that Z must be equal to A ? 1 Comparing Lemmas 4 and 5 and using the local identity in Lemma 1, we prove Theorem 2.
